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President's Corner
 
Dear MMTU members,
Our Stream Team monitoring was successful at the new
site Sam Potter secured access for us. It is upstream from
the prior location we monitored. Even though the number
of insects was down, the water quality was excellent due
to the diversity of the insects. Sam Potter, Gary Teeple,
Doug Grove and I participated in the effort and then
caught trout at Lane Spring.  

Our November meeting will be outdoors either November
1during the afternoon or November 3 an hour earlier at
5pm. We will let you know about our meeting closer to
the date.

Thanks for your patience on this and Covid-19.
   

Sincerely, 
John Wenzlick
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Octoboer 2020 minutes

 
Notes:
Thanks to Nathan, Shaggs, our chapter secretary,  for providing
the minutes. October 2020 Minutes.

Our new website MidMOTU.org ,designed by Travis Figg, looks
great and will be even better as Travis adds to it. Check it out.

As TU members our mission is to preserve trout and salmon
fishing. Our past president ,a fisheries biologist who chaired the
group that developed the Missouri Trout Plan, stays current on
fisheries. Mike shared some information he received with me
and I am passing it along.

The American Fisheries Society has an even broader mission
than TU which is to preserve all fishing and aquatic resources.
Check out their articles on climate and conservation AFS
Newsletter.

What will the future of quality fish habitats and fisheries be
over the next 20 years?

Habitat quality is the single most important factor impacting
many of our fisheries worldwide.  Every professional who
manages fish and wildlife, or works to conserve healthy and
sustainable ecosystems, should understand the extent to which
environmental protection has been rolled back.  The Harvard
Law School's Environmental and Energy Law Program (EELP)
provides complete, but succinct, summaries of more than 80
critically important environmental rollbacks.  Just a few examples
include a reduction in protection from the Clean Water Act; a
proposal to open most of America's coastal waters to offshore oil
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and gas drilling; weakened application standards for the
Endangered Species Act; withdrawal from the Paris Climate
Agreement; an oil and gas leasing program was established for
fragile ecosystems within the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge;
and revoked a rule that prevented dumping coal mining debris
into streams.  Please take a look at the EELP
website Regulatory Rollbacks to educate yourself about the loss
of environmental protection over the past four years.

Bill Lamerson fished DuPuy, a private spring creek in Montana
and sent us information and pictures.
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Fishing DuPuy Spring Creek

Imagine the spring branch at Bennett Springs being filled with
wild rainbow, brown and cutthroat trout, and limited to no more
than 16 anglers fishing catch and release. That is similar to
what you find in DuPuy Spring Creek in Montana's Paradise
Valley. I started subscribing to Fly Fisherman about 45 years
ago and first read about the private spring creeks of Paradise
Valley. I've driven past them many times as I have approached
the north entrance to Yellowstone. I've never felt worthy to
attempt fishing the creeks.

At last year's Trout Unlimited national meeting, a week's stay at
a house in Big Sky, Montana was offered at auction. My wife
and I often rent a house somewhere in the country and invite
our children and grandchildren to spend the week with us. We
placed the highest bid and our vacation was set in motion.
During our conversations with the owners in preparation for our
vacation, they revealed that the auction prize also included
three days of guided fishing with Scott Volmer, Ted Turner's
personal guide. That had inadvertently been left out of the
description of the auction prize. As I talked to Scott about the
types of fishing that would be available, he described the
standard floating of the Yellowstone in a drift boat (ho hum . . .);
I stated my preference was wade fishing small streams. He had
access to a private stretch of the Gallatin so we settled on that
for one day. I asked about fishing one of the famous spring
creeks and he agreed to make a reservation if a slot was
available and if I was willing to pay the rod fee ($100 on the
shoulder season). We agreed that a float on the Yellowstone
would be my third day.
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On the agreed upon day we met at the Walmart in Bozeman
and drove to the DuPuy ranch. It was rather intimidating, we
checked in at perhaps the most elaborate mansion that I have
ever entered. The current owner of the ranch, a DuPuy's
descendent, met us personally, took my rod fee, and off we
went to the stream. The stream is gorgeous, loads of fish, lots
of bugs including PMDs, Tricos, caddis and sulphurs, not to
mention hoppers in the streamside grass.

The fishing was as challenging as advertised. The fish were
picky with respect to patterns, and very leader shy. A 12' 6X
was considered standard, but casts had to be made from above
or above and across as fish would immediately spook if a line or
leader passed over them from a downstream position. That was
only the first challenge. The fish seemed to want to watch a fly
float for several feet before they would take. A placement of the
fly 5 feet upstream of the fish was recommended. The braided
currents made drifts of that length a huge challenge!

Despite the challenges and my moderate skill, I managed a few
fish, including this beautiful 17" rainbow and a brown of similar
size from Ph.D. Pool.

The stream does come with amenities, including benches
spaced at regular intervals, and three nicely equipped fishing
huts, essential for warming up during winter fishing. The stove
wasn't necessary for my day on the stream as you can see from
the thermometer in the extreme right of the photo. A cool thing
about the huts is that they each had a large window on the side
facing the stream. The porta-potties were also quite convenient!
On the flip side, we had to contend with abundant muskrats,
swans and ducks that seemed determined to spook the fish.
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On the last day of our visit, the girls were off on a trail ride in
Yellowstone, so I went back to DuPuy's on my own.
Unbelievably, a fellow angler from Minnesota and I had the
entire stream to ourselves. This day I fished my own patterns
and did about as well as I had with the guide. I landed three
fish, two broke me off, I lost one, and I missed a few strikes.
The fellow from Minnesota had similar success (or lack of). He
had concentrated on fishing nymphs on a faster section of the
stream, which was reputed to be less challenging. He noted
that he had never seen so many fish feeding so actively and
had such poor success in enticing them to hit! So it goes on
DuPuy.

Would I go back, you bet! The challenge of focusing on steadily
rising fish and finding a way to entice them to hit is my favorite
fishing.
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Thanks, Bill.  It looks like an awesome place to fish.

Stay safe, enjoy your time on the water and share your stories
and pictures for the newsletter, web site and Facebook page.  
Jeff Holzem  
Newsletter Editor
Council Climate Change Coordinator 

 

Mid Missouri Trout Unlimited Officers
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Meeting Place: Mid-Missouri Trout Unlimited meetings are normally held on the first Tuesday of
each month at 6:00 pm, except for July and August. The normal meeting place is Upstairs
Meeting Room at Hy-Vee off Conley, Columbia, MO. In June the meeting is usually held at
Stephens Lake Park, Collins Shelter, at 5:30 pm.Due to covid we have met outdoors and online.

MMTU WEB http://midmissouri.tu.org
MMTU Facebook  https://www.facebook.com/MidMOTU

STAY CONNECTED:

Mid Missouri Trout Unlimited, 16050 S J D Sapp Rd., Hartsburg, MO 65039
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